1. The team must submit its report in electronic format by email to deb [at] windeaters.co.nz by May 22 – so long as it is May 22 somewhere in the world it is on time.

2. The team chooses which member will submit the report. Usually this is the team leader.

3. The report is to be written in English. It is to be presented in PDF, Word, Excel or PowerPoint.

4. The report is to be no more than six A4 pages with at least 2cm margins on all sides. References, the cover page, and table of contents are outside the word limit, but appendices providing further information are inside the word limit.

5. On the cover page include the team number, and the names of those who contributed to the report with the country they are currently living in and whether English is their first or second language.

6. Each individual is expected to separately submit a one-page personal reflection that shares their insights and learning of their peer-leadership. Upload this via the login page http://enrol.geebiz.org/Login.aspx using your main email address and contest ID number. It needs to be submitted by May 22 – so long as it is May 22 somewhere in the world it is on time.

7. Complete the 360° evaluation of your colleagues’ contribution to the team effort by May 29 – so long as it is May 29 somewhere in the world it is on time. Access the 360° evaluation via http://enrol.geebiz.org/login360.aspx using your main email address and contest ID. The quality of your feedback to colleagues is part of your assessment as a leader or peer-leader.

8. To be eligible for the team prize, individuals must be acknowledged as contributing to the team’s project on the cover page, have submitted their personal reflection by the deadline, and completed the 360° Feedback by May 29.

9. Applying for the Social Entrepreneur Award is optional. It needs to be submitted by May 29 – so long as it is May 29 somewhere in the world it is on time. Apply via this link https://kwiks-surveys.com/s/ddOprzLk. We already have your team proposal, so this proposal is expected to be under 300 words.

10. The team leader determines which names go on the team report in consultation with the team.
11. In signing up for this contest, individuals commit to fully supporting their team's efforts. This means meeting the expectations of the group on contributing and communicating. It is recognised that sometimes there are difficulties such as an illness, computer access problems, or exams. Please share these issues with your team and seek their support and understanding.

12. Permission is given for winning and highly commended reports and personal reflections to be shared on the Geebiz website.

13. There are no intellectual property rights for the business concept proposals for either the authors or the Global Enterprise Experience organisers.